THE ULTIMATE
SIDELOADER CHOICE

+
to 5 years
warranty
+ Up
Handle
20’, 2x20’,
40’ or even jumbo 45’ containers
+
Handle
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40’inor
even
jumbo
45’
containerskg! Fuel savings every kilometer
+ Lightest tare weight
the
world,
save
2000-3000
+
Lightest
tare
weight
in
the
world,
save
2000-3000
kg! Fuel savings
everyno
kilometer
+ 1 to 45 tonnes payload, same handling time of 3,5 minutes!
Same speed
matter payload
+
1
to
45
tonnes
payload,
same
handling
time
of
3,5
minutes!
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speed
no
matter payload
+ High quality Swedish tech combined with Malaysian expertise
+
combined
Malaysian
expertise
+ High
100%quality
sparesSwedish
in stock,tech
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back-upwith
service
365 days
around
+
100%
spares
in
stock,
24
hrs
back-up
service
365
days
around
+ PTO or 84 HP Engine Power Pack option
+ PTO or 84 HP Engine Power Pack option
Hammar is the world leading Sideloader manufacturer, with Sideloaders sold in more than 118 countries. We have local
Hammar
is the world
leadingAustralia,
Sideloader
manufacturer,
with
Sideloaders
in more
than 118
We have
local
offices in Malaysia,
Sweden,
New
Zealand, USA,
Vietnam,
Southsold
Africa
and Brazil,
andcountries.
48 local service
agents
offices
in
Malaysia,
Sweden,
Australia,
New
Zealand,
USA,
Vietnam,
South
Africa
and
Brazil,
and
48
local
service
agents
world-wide.
world-wide.
Hammar Malaysia

41, Lebuh Sultan Mohamed 1/KU18, Taman Perindustrian Bandar Sultan Suleiman, 42000 Port Klang, Selangor D.E.
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VISIT HAMMAR
AT MCVE 2021

Years
Warranty

10-12 March Hammar will attend MCVE 2021 at
the MINES International Exhibition and Convention Centre (MIECC), in Selangor Malaysia. The
largest commercial vehicle exhibition in southeast Asia.

Terms
and conditions apply
WELCOME TO VISIT US AT: BOOTH
M04

Email: info@hammar.com.my

Phone: +60-3-31790830

www.hammarlift.com/my

100%
TESTED

COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES
SPARE PARTS

Since 1996

European Commercial Vehicle
Spare Parts Specialist

Truck Competence

8000++

ORIGINAL
SPARE PARTS

SALES TEAM
SUPPORTS

ENSURE
QUALITY

INTERNATIONAL
DELIVERY

DIRECT
FACTORY

SKU READY
STOCKS

D Tec Parts - comprehensive range of spare parts represents and improved version
of auto parts at very cost-effective prices and added value that is much appreciated
by retailers and end users alike.


For more information, please contact:

DIAMOND TECHNIQUE SDN BHD

No. 292, Jalan Segambut, 51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Tel: 00603 6251 4833 Fax: 00603 6252 8988

www.dtec-parts.com

25 Years of Proven

Trust and Reliability

The Actros
Everyone talks, one delivers.
The Actros is perfectly designed for long-distance haulage and heavy-duty distribution so that it
functions smoothly in extreme conditions.
As your partner who helps you to master your daily transport tasks efficiently, we will continue to
put our all into ensuring you have reliable vehicles at your disposal. With the wealth of experience
that comes from more than 125 years in vehicle manufacturing. With trucks boasting robust
components that have been tried and tested thousands of times and equipment designed to cope with
the topographic and climatic conditions that prevail where the vehicles are to be operated.

Authorized Sales & Service Dealers:
Johor: Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd (Johor Bahru) (07)336 2673 • Pahang: Edaran Riz Sdn Bhd (Kuantan) (09)505 5438 • Penang: Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd (Prai) (04)383 0186
Perak: Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd (Ipoh) (05)292 2278 • Sabah: Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd (Kota Kinabalu) (088)435 043 • Sarawak: Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd (Kuching) (082)356 886,
Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd (Miri) (019)675 1699 • Selangor: Cycle & Carriage Bintang Bhd (Batu Caves) (03)6192 9200, Hap Seng Trucks Sdn Bhd ( Klang ) (03)3176 9108, Q Team Sdn Bhd (03)3176 6088

Blue.maxx - the intelligent
fuel filter concept.
Blue.maxx is setting new standards in fuel filtration.
A low weight, due to a consistent lightweight design
and the optimization of the installation space unites
with maximum performance. The pioneering performance data with respect to dirt and water separation speak for themselves!
The layout of the filter concept at a glance

01

Manual feed pump
(optional)

02
03
04
05
06

Bleed screw
Fuel heater
(optional)
Energetic filter insert
®

8
0%
h

igher p
um
volume p

Cover with integrated
water collection area (window optional)
Water drainage screw
(water fill level sensor optional)
Fig. multi-staged pre-filter

The SMART Alternative.
OE quality and service excellence.

Hengst Asia Pacific Pte Ltd | 25 Bukit Batok Cres. | #10-10 Elitist | SG 658066
T +65 6818 2880 | E info@hengst.de | HengstAPAC

Since 1969

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
The Tyreman

@The_Tyreman

The Tyreman

For enquiries & subscriptions, please e-mail: kenny@tyreman.com.my
Tel: (0060) 3-7781 1323 Fax: (0060) 3-7782 4215
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ASIAN TRUCKER WELCOMES YOU TO
THE MALAYSIA COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
EXPO 2022
Dear Ladies & Gentlemen,
Welcome to the fifth instalment of the region’s largest
commercial vehicle exhibition, organised by Asian Trucker.
This may not only be a milestone for us, but one of the
most significant events for the industry in view of the
impact that the pandemic had. Today, we celebrate
an industry that has not only been resilient, but also
instrumental in keeping the economy running. Together,
we are putting the spotlight once again on the heroes
that have ensured that the shelves were well stocked,
goods were moved and people could move about when
they needed to travel. This event is dedicated to those
that kept the wheels rolling, from the technicians to the
drivers, from innovators that came up with new ways to
enhance transport businesses to the OEMs. It is a three
day celebration of the commercial vehicle industry, no
matter how big or small the contribution has been since
our world was gripped by Covid-19.
A lot has happened and several exhibitors are showcasing
innovative and ground-breaking new products. Without
avenues to introduce their products, these have until now
needed to find the right platform to be fully introduced,
experienced and promoted. As drivers and business
owners you will surely want to get close to the trucks
that are being displayed here as they are feature-packed
and evolutions of the vehicles that were shown in our
last instalment of MCVE. Suppliers to the truck and bus
manufacturers are also lining the hall with their booths,
equally packed with exciting new services and products
to be explored. Setting up the event was almost like a reexploration of the industry.
The last two years in particular have seen a renewed
understanding and appreciation of the drivers: bus
captains and truck pilots. We honour them with activities
for those that take time out of their schedules to get
involved with the exhibitors to learn about their future
tools of the trade. Society has also acknowledged that
drivers can make a difference when it comes to the
reduction of harmful emissions and the reduction of

wastage. We appeal to all of you to support our drivers
in their ambition to further their skills and to be the best
they can be. While the machine is certainly a crucial asset,
it is the human that, still, remains as having the biggest
impact to the bottom line, being it in monetary terms or
achieving global goals, such as emission reduction.
As a delegate you will find that this years event is having
a slightly different feeling from our usual shows. While
we are certainly all very enthusiastic, we have to ensure
the safety of everyone. Therefore, the fringe programme
has been adjusted accordingly. However, we are confident
in saying that there is a lot going on and that there will
be a lot to be seen. It is thanks to our exhibitors that have
given us the vote of confidence in the event. Additionally,
several brands came forward with creative sponsorship
ideas to make the Malaysia Commercial Vehicle Exhibition
yet again a resounding success. It is highly appreciated
that those that are exhibiting here have had the vision
and foresight to support our ambition.
In addition to the delegates and exhibitors supporting
us, we would like to extend our appreciation to the
government agencies that have lent their support. They
too, have been instrumental in the re-building of the
economy with initiatives and activities. On behalf of Asian
Trucker and Malaysia’s commercial vehicle industry, we
would like to express our gratitude for the support.
To all delegates we say thanks for your visit; we appreciate
the support of exhibitors and supporting organisations
without whom, this event would not have been possible.
It is our hope that you will enjoy the exhibition. As we
celebrate the industry, we wish you have a successful time
at the Malaysia Commercial Vehicle Industry.
Stefan Pertz
Editor in Chief, Asian Trucker, Asian Buses
Organiser, Malaysia Commercial Vehicle Exhibition 2022

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Linkedin - Truck & Bus News

@TruckBusNews

Truck & Bus News

For enquiries & subscriptions, please e-mail: kenny@tyreman.com.my
Tel: (0060) 3-7781 1323 Fax: (0060) 3-7782 4215

Asian Trucker Media provides a full range of communications
channels for the commercial vehicle industry. Our platforms
are aimed primarily at fleet operators and driver-owners in
South East Asia. Our print magazine, Asian Trucker, is a premier
business and product magazine and features issues
concerning drivers through to logistics and infrastructure
executives. We publish four editions: Malaysia (Eng),
Singapore (Eng), Thailand (Thai) and Asian Buses (Eng). In
addition, we host seminars, publish E-Newsletters, provide
advertising possibilities via websites and organise and
manage South East Asia’s largest commercial vehicle
exhibition.
Asian Trucker Malaysia has been published since 2009. In
December we will celebrate 50 issues of the Malaysian
magazine. The Singapore edition of the magazine has been
published 26 times over the past seven years with Thailand
being active for over six years and 23 issues so far. To round
things off, an annual Trailer Special is published in Malaysia.
Addressing the needs of this market, we added the Bus
magazine in 2014 which we have published 20 times. Initially,
this publication was called “Asian Trucker Bus Special”.
However, in January 2015 we have renamed it to make it a
stand-alone publication.

Also added in 2014 was the Asian Trucker Drivers Club,
which is a non-for-profit component of our business.
Here we seek to enhance the skills and the social
standing of truck drivers. This initiative is funded mainly
through sponsorships and has seen several hundred
drivers join in the first year of its existence.
Asian Trucker Media is an independent company,
established in Malaysia and being the holding
company for Asian Trucker Singapore and Asian Trucker
Thailand.
Asian Trucker is the only regional and cross-country
magazine of this kind. Many companies keep
complete collections of the magazine as reference
libraries.
Our exhibition, MCVE, is currently the largest exhibition
in South East Asia dedicated to the commercial vehicle
industry and it is going to be the fourth instalment in
June 2019.

No. 27-1, Block C, Zenith Corporate Park,
Jalan SS7/26 Kelana Jaya, 47301 Selangor
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Asian Trucker Media Sdn Bhd (902834-K)
No. 27-1, Block C, Zenith Corporate Park,
Jalan SS7/26 Kelana Jaya, 47301 Selangor
Tel : 03 7886 5313

10th - 12th March 2022

MINES International Exhibition & Convention Centre (MIECC) Sri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia
MCVE 2022

OKO Tyre Sealant

PROJECT PROPOSED REST & RELAXATION AREA @MVEC 2022

Celebration Dinner
by MAN Truck & Bus

ARTIST IMPRESSION : PERSPECTIVE VIEW
Project Code : 7526

Asian Trucker R&R
Sponsor by Hengst
ALL PICTURES SHOWN ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSE ONLY. ACTUAL PRODUCT MAY VARY DUE TO PRODUCT ENHANCEMENT.

DWG.Date :

28 JAN 2022

File name : D22-MALAYSIA COMMERCIAL VEHICLE EXPO (MCVE) ASIAN TRUCKER-R&R-A-R1-7526-01

Venue : MVEC

Event Date : 10 MARCH 2022- 12 MARCH 2022

Client : ASIAN TRUCKER EXHIBITION SDN BHD

Drawn By :

SYED

© Copyright of ES EXHIBITION SERVICES SDN BHD No. 7, Jalan 1/118C, Desa Tun Razak, 56000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. tel: +60391721598 fax: +60391715598 email: info@esexhibition.com, www. esexhibition.com

Asian Trucker
Presentation Stage

MCVE

10th - 12th MARCH
EXHIBITOR

01.ACCMS ENGINEERING SERVICES SDN BHD
02.ASIAN TRUCKER
03.CARMICHAEL PFTS (M) SDN BHD
04.CHEVRON MALAYSIA LIMITED
05.CIMC VEHICLES (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD
06.CPC TYRE (M) SDN BHD
07.DAFO ASIA SDN BHD
08.DEAUTO INDUSTRIES SDN BHD
09.DIAMOND TECHNIQUE SDN BHD
10.DIS MAFS RESOURCES SDN BHD.
11.DRIVERISK AUSTRALASIA PTY LTD
12.EUREKA MANIFOLDS CONCEPT SDN. BHD
13.EURO-TECHNIC
14.ES EXHIBITION SERVICES SDN BHD
15.FCSD METAL MANUFACTURING SDN BHD
16.GEE HUP AUTO SUPPLY SDN. BHD
17.GREAT OCEAN AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY SDN BHD
18.HAMMAR MASKIN (M) SDN BHD
19.HAP SENG TRUCKS DISTRIBUTION SDN.BHD
20.HENGST ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD
21.HINSITSU AUTO PARTS SDN BHD
22.HYVA (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD
23.KITAR TELITI SDN BHD
24.LT TYRE GROUP SDN BHD

BOOTH
A35
AT
A37
M11 & M12
M14
A07 & A17
A26
M25 & M26
M05
A36
A05
A52
M09
A09
A15
M02
A13 & A14
M04
OUTDOOR AREA
M07
A10
M03
M31
M33

2022
EXHIBITOR

BOOTH

25.LUBETRANS SDN BHD
26.MANBENI MACHINE TOOLS (M) SDN BHD
27.MAN TRUCK & BUS (M) SDN BHD
28.MANN+HUMMEL
29.MAX LASTIC SDN BHD
30.MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF ROAD SAFETY
RESEARCH (MIROS)
31.MICHELIN MALAYSIA SDN BHD
32.NEWPAGES NETWORK SDN BHD
33.PETRONAS CHEMICALS MARKETING
(LABUAN) LTD (PCML)
34.QUALITY TRAILER PARTS SDN. BHD
35.R.E. ROGERS (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD
36.SCANIA (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD
37.SHACMAN
38.STEELBRO (M) SDN BHD
39.TENMING MARKETING (M) SDN BHD
40.TRITECH SAFETY SDN BHD
41.TRUCKMART TRADING (M) SDN BHD
42.VALEBRIDGE PUBLICATIONS (ASIA) SDN BHD
43.VOLVO MALAYSIA SDN BHD
44.WEBASTO THERMO & COMFORT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
45.YONMING GROUP

M08
A25
M16
A21-A22 & A31-A32
A16
A23
A38
A33
A18
A01-A02 & A11-A12
A08
PS01 & OUTDOOR AREA
M17
M06
A06
A24
A03-A04
A34
M15
A19-A20
M10
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OFFICIAL PROGRAM FOR MALAYSIA COMMERCIAL VEHICLE EXPO 2022
THURSDAY, 10 MARCH 2022
Activity			
Official Opening
Tour of Exhibition
Press Conference
Scania - A Good Driver’ Competition –
MCVE Edition
OKO Tyre Sealant Fitment

FRIDAY, 11 MARCH 2022
Activity
Scania - A Good Driver’ Competition –
MCVE Edition
OKO Tyre Sealant Fitment
MAN Truck & Bus Celebration Dinner
(By invitation only)
SATURDAY,12 MARCH 2022
Activity
Scania - A Good Driver’ Competition –
MCVE Edition
OKO Tyre Sealant Fitment

Supported By

Asian Trucker
Drivers Club Sponsor

Gold Sponso r

Media Partner s

Time
10:00 - 10.45
10:45 - 11:15
11:15 – 12:15
10:00 – 19:00

Venue
Presentation Stage
Exhibition Halls
Outdoor Area

10:00 – 19:00

Outdoor Area

Time
10:00 – 19:00

Venue
Outdoor Area

10:00 – 19:00

Outdoor Area

Time
10:00 – 19:00

Venue
Outdoor Area

10:00 – 19:00

Outdoor Area

Sponsor

Main Contracto r

Business Matching

Freight Forwarde r
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Exhibitors at the Malaysia
Commercial Vehicle Exhibtion 2022

A35
ACCMS ENGINEERING SERVICES SDN BHD

No.11, Jalan 6/2A, Kawasan Perindustrian Bandar Rinching,
43500 Semenyih, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

(M) +6012-5558539
Contact : Andrew Choe
Email: andrewchoe@syncro-asean.com
purchasing@syncro-asean.com

T

he Company Carries Specialized
Vehicle Organization System. A
Syncro System Is A Synergy Of
Various Components Such As Drawers,
Shelving Unit, And Other Products
And Accessories That Can Transform A
Vehicle Into A Highly Efficient Service
Vehicle. The Product Range Includes
Panel Lining And Flooring To Prevent
Damage To Vehicle When Transporting
Tools And Equipments.
Our System Comprises Of Easy
Customization, Insured Quality, Increased
Storage And Enhanced Safety.
Partnering With The Principal, An
Italian Company Founded Since 1960S,
Together We Share Over 60 Years Of
Technical And Fabrication Experience.
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A37
CARMICHAEL PFTS (M) SDN BHD
(M) +6019 553 9195
Contact : Graham Carmichael
Email: graham@okomalaysia.com

We are happily exhibiting at our fourth MCVE!
OKO offers the very latest tyre sealant technology – no latex – which
means it’s very effective, long lasting, easy to work with and safe. Made
in the UK since 1978 our sealants are now distributed in over 90 countries.
OKO has been in Malaysia since 2016.
We offer quality sealants for almost all types of tubeless tyres. Effectively
sealing punctures while you travel, so saving tyres by preventing expensive
‘run-flats’. This translates to increased efficiency and reduced costs.
For this MCVE we support Motorbike riders involved in the Trucking
Industry, with our OKO for Motorbikes. Our sealant will seal multiple
punctures to 5mm with tubeless tyres; it will last the life of the tyres and
will create no rim corrosion. Look out for our OKO Motorbike fitting
station!
Come see what we have to offer!

M11 & M12
CHEVRON MALAYSIA LIMITED
Level 3, Menara Milenium
8 Jalan Damanlela, Bukit Damansara
50490 Kuala Lumpur

Tel : 1-800-88-3168 (M)+6 012-2090352
Email: EdmundAC@chevron.com

W

ith over 80 years’ worth of established experience in Malaysia under our retail brand Caltex®, Chevron Malaysia
Limited has a proud history and heritage in offering high quality products and services. Listed as one of the
Fortune 500 Companies, Chevron Corporation is among the world’s largest integrated energy corporations.

Chevron imports fuels and lubricants from our fuel refinery and blending facilities in Singapore and Thailand. With
more than 430 Caltex Service Stations strategically located throughout Peninsular Malaysia, we offer Caltex with
Techron®, Havoline®, Delo® lubricants and coolants, and other lubricating oils and greases, to consumers, commercial
and industrial customers through a network of distributors.
Under the Caltex® brand, Chevron has established a history of socially responsible and ethical operations, as well
as a track record of supporting communities through outreach programs. We invest in education, charitable events,
and programs that provide for those in need. Wherever Chevron works, we are committed to using our Operational
Excellence Management System (OEMS) to meet the highest health, environment and safety standards.
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M14
CIMC VEHICLES (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

PT 18964, Jalan Batu 6, Bukit Kemuning,
Seksyen 32, 40460 Shah Alam,
Selangor Darul Ehsan

- MALAYSIA -

Tel: 03 -5525 5274 / (M) 011-6163 5355
Contact: Grace Lip
Email: grace.lip@cimc.my

C

IMC VEHICLES (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD is the Malaysian subsidiary of CIMC Vehicles (Group) Co. Ltd. (CIMC), the
world’s number one supplier of logistics and energy equipment in terms of volume supplied globally. We primarily
specialize in the manufacturing of special vehicles and sales services. With over 200,000 units of annual production
worldwide, CIMC Vehicles owns special-vehicle production lines of 10 major series and more than 1,000 varieties,
manufacturing a range of products.

A07 & A17
CPC TYRE (M) SDN BHD

Lot 451057-B Batu 15 1/2, Jalan Kuala Selangor,
Sg Pelong, Sg Buloh 47000 Selangor

(M) 6012 - 652 3648
Contact : Vincent Chin
Email: cpc_auto@yahoo.com

M

alaysia’s road transport business is a well-developed industry supported by a good infrastructure network. Most
highways are interlinked. With the growing transportation market, CPC established in 2008 that focused on the
sale and service of truck wheels and parts, and towing accessories.

Following the rise of China’s heavy duty commercial tyre technology, the leading position held by Japan and Europe was
no longer as stable as before. As the tyres from China fetched with lower prices and their quality had improved, CPC
took the opportunity to introduce China tyres to the Malaysian market in 2009. In mean time 2010, CPC Tyre (M) Sdn
Bhd was established to market with these tyres. In subsequent years, CPC Tyre explored the potential of various China
brands, each with its advantages and shortcomings, by marketing them. However in 2015, the company collaborated
with Jiangsu General Technology Co Ltd to exclusively distribute and market the CTM range of included light duty and
heavy duty commercial tyres in Malaysia.
As for its business in the trailer parts division, CPC Tyre originally began selling and supplying selected parts to body
builders. After being in this business for many years, the company understood that body builders need to streamline
their procedures to save time and improve building efficiency. Therefore, CPC Marketing Sdn Bhd established in 2017,
In addition to its existing parts supply, the company started producing large truck and trailer components such as
axles and pneumatic suspensions. With this expanded parts production, it has become more convenient for buyers and
customers to shop for items.
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A26
DAFO ASIA SDN BHD

No.18, Jalan Pengacara U1/48,
Temasya Industrial Park,Seksyen U1,
Glenmarie, 40150 Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.
(M) +6012 976 3887
Contact: Eric Low
Email: info@dafo-asia.com
website: www.dafovehicle.com

D

afo as 100-year-old company is a pioneer in vehicle fire protection that develops, produces, and supplies fire
detection and suppression systems for all kind of heavy vehicles in container ports, mining, public transport,
and many other areas since 1975. Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection continuously work with sustainability, meaning
environmental sensitivity without compromising safety. Our focus is on preventing down time and lower the total cost
of ownership (TCO). Fast and reliable service, close to the operation side is one of our key actions.

Forrex Module-based installation
Komatsu 830E (100 liters Forrex)

Forrex Module-based installation
Komatsu 930E (100 liters Forrex)

Forrex Module-based installation
Cat 793F (100 liters Forrex)
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M25 & M26
DEAUTO INDUSTRIES SDN BHD

A-2-6, TTDI Plaza 2A Jalan Wan Kadir 3
Taman Tun Dr. Ismail 60000 Kuala Lumpur

Tel: +603-77289891
Contact: Vincent Hoo
Email: vincenthoolj@hotmail.com
We are a group of companies that represent the following well-known brands in Malaysia; 1. CAMC - Deauto Industries Sdn Bhd (DISB)
2. Foton - Deauto Industries Sdn Bhd (DISB)
3. FAW - NBG Industries Sdn Bhd (NBGI)
DISB;CAMC is one of the largest and leading heavy commercial vehicles producers in China is represented by Deauto Industries
Sdn Bhd (DISB). CAMC had been well established in Malaysia market and had gained a reputation for its reliability due to
it robust design that cater for carting heavy loads.
DISB also represent Foton brand in Malaysia, which is another strong and well-established brand in China. Foton is ranked
at No. 34 in Top 500 brands in China, exporting 650,000 commercial vehicles to 110 countries worldwide.
NBGI;FAW, one of China’s oldest and largest automotive manufacturers which is ranked at No 66 in the Global Fortune 500
Companies. NBG Industries Sdn Bhd (NBGI) are proud to be representing FAW in Malaysia and bring in the latest FAW’s
Prime Mover model JH6, a top-seller in China’s domestic market, which were very well received since its introduction in
the Malaysia’s market a year ago, known for its drive comfort, sturdiness and fuel economic.
DISB and NBGI carry a full range of heavy vehicles that are customize to suit for Malaysia market catering for all industry’s needs.

M05
DIAMOND TECHNIQUE SDN BHD
No 292 Jalan Segambut,
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

www.dtec-parts.com

(M) 012-541 1091
Contact : Ms. Leong Sook Ling
Email: info@dtec-parts.com

D.Tec-Parts have grown to be the market leader in distribution of automotive spare parts and accessories throughout the
market worldwide.
D.Tec-Parts have at least 20 years experience and customers are confident with the product quality. This comprehensive
range of spare parts represents an improved version of auto parts at a very cost effective price with value added services
that is much appreciated by retailers and end users alike.

- OUR PARTS, OUR HEARTS -

BRANCHES

JOHOR BAHRU

BATU CAVES

PORT KLANG KUALA LUMPUR
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A05
DRIVERISK AUSTRALASIA PTY LTD
5/249 Scottsdale Drive,
Robina Qld 4226

Tel: 1800 837 433 (M) 0458 109 447
Contact : Mark Dudman (Senior Risk Consultant)
Email: markd@driverisk.com

D

riveRisk Australasia specialise in driver behaviour change and
risk management. We are the exclusive partner for the Lytx
DriveCam™ Driver Safety Program. We focus on improving
safety by reducing the on-road risk within your ﬂeet.
Our world leading driver safety technology includes video, telematics,
direct fatigue and distraction detection systems. The latest SF300
device uses Machine Vision + Artificial Intelligence (MV+AI) to detect
risky behaviours that lead to and cause accidents. MV+AI directly
detects billions of objects daily across the leading risk categories of
distraction – Mobile Phone, Smoking, Food / Drink and generalised
Inattention. The event review process identifies 60+ risky behaviours,
providing root cause analysis and recommendations for coaching.
DriveRisk has a proven track record of reducing risk, improving safety
and saving money for clients. We provide detailed safety and business
level reporting to ensure you understand how and where to improve
your business and keep people safe.

A52
EUREKA MANIFOLDS CONCEPT SDN. BHD (600302-U)
No.35, Jalan Radin Anum,
Bandar Baru Sri Petaling,
57000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

(M) +6011 1668 1988
Contact: Melvin Khoo & John Tang
Email: info@def-con5.com

I

t is developed from our very own State-of-Art Nano Metal Crystal Battery
cells and designed to give you power to start your engine on demand
every time, any time and wherever you need for a long, long, time. It is
undoubtedly the most reliable and economical battery ever existed in the
market.Technologies and expertise from multiple nations are pooled into
developing this Made-in-Malaysia Nano Metal Crystal Battery which will
revolutinised how Stater Batteries should be made and perform.
Spearheading the charge is Eureka Manifolds Concept Sdn. Bhd. from
Malaysia and led by a team of specialists in battery production from EV to
Starter Batteries.
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M09
EURO-TECHNIC

Lot 2220, Kg Jaya Industrial Area,
Jalan Kusta 13 1/2 Miles,
47000 Sungai Buloh, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel : +603-9212 9730
Whatsapps: +6017-3120324
Email: ymhq@yonming.com

E

uro-Technic, an in-house brand of YonMing, which supply a full range of European Truck application parts. With
beliefs in “Reliable Quality & Excellent Performance”, Euro-Technic has been continuously supplying in Malaysia,
as well exporting to South East Asia market.

Product Range,
1. Cooling System (radiator, water pump, expansion tank, belt tensioner, electronic fan &, etc)
2. Engine Parts (gasket kits, engine valve, intake & exhaust part)
3. Cabin Parts (rubber mounting, body parts, cabin tilt system, cabin accessories parts &, etc)
4. Steering System (drag link, ball joint, repair kits, kingpin kits, steering column &, etc)
5. Air System (sir compressor, sir dryer, air valves, ECAS system &, etc)
6. Electrical Parts (sensors, switches, motor, starter & alternator, lamp and LED parts &, etc)
7. Clutch System (clutch plate, master cylinder, clutch actuator, shifting & select cable &, etc)
8. Suspension Parts (air bellow, shock absorber, link rod, suspension bush &, etc)
9. Transmission Parts (transmission gear, I-shift kits, transmission air valve, gasket kits &, etc)
10.Braking system (brake disc, brake pad, ABS & EBS kits, brake caliper kits &, etc)
Euro-Technic further enhances customer satisfaction in being a complete solution provider for all truck and buses
maintenance needs. With constant quality control and product range development, brought us accordingly a continuous
growth in the market.

A09
ES EXHIBITION SERVICES SDN BHD

A-18-01, EkoCheras Office Tower,
No.693, Jalan Cheras, Batu 5, 56000 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel: +603 9172 1598 / Fax: +603 9171 5598
Email: info@es-corp.co
Website: http://es-corp.co/
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A15
FCSD METAL MANUFACTURING SDN BHD
No. 3, Jalan Zuhal U5/177, Bandar Pinggiran Subang,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor.
Tel : +603-7845 6023 / +6016-2292106
(M) +6016-333 5010
Contact: William Kong
Email: fcsd@fcsd.com.my

F

CSD METAL MANUFACTURING SDN BHD started as Tools & die which specialized in Rubber Mould & Metal dies
manufacturing since 1999. Today, with the help of our in-house supporting team which has more than 20 years of
experience and fully equipped facility, we are able to design and develop all types of molds, Metal dies, Jigs and
fixtures for our production line need.
In 2006, FCSD Metal was established to
offer assembly parts services for automotive
manufacturers and other industries part. In
2010, FCSD started involve in the Commercial
Vehicle body fitting industries.
Today, our core business is providing
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE BODY FITTING PARTS.
We have full range of parts (Hinge, Door
Lock, Handle Lock, Door Holder, Fastener,
Cargo Track, Rubber Fender, Door Seal &
Led Lamp) for all kind of truck.

M02
GEE HUP AUTO SUPPLY SDN. BHD
No. 292, Jalan Segambut,
51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +603 – 6251 4833
Email: info@geehup.com
Website: www.geehup.com
GEE HUP GROUP OF COMPANY – YOUR PREFERRED SCORCING PARTNER
GEE HUP AUTO SUPPLY SDN BHD is one of the Malaysia’s leading automotive spare parts distributors since 1978.
The company is a parent company of Diamond Technique Sdn Bhd, established in 1996. We provide a wide range of
automotive spare parts and accessories for Mercedes Benz, MAN, HINO, FUSO, NISSAN, DAIHATSU, ISUZU etc. Besides
that, we export to Middle East, South East Asia, Africa and many other countries which made us one of the largest
suppliers of commercial vehicle in Malaysia. We developed our own brand “GEE HUP” which is specialize in automotive
spare parts such as Crown Wheel Pinion Gear (CWP), Axle Shaft, Spider Kits and Propeller shaft.
Best Price & Quality
We offer our parts at the best value & quality
Excellent Service
Guaranteed exceptional customer service with our
experienced sales specialists
Great Availability
We are specialized in consolidating your requirements
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A13 & A14
GREAT OCEAN AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY SDN BHD

No 18 Jalan Tpp 6/13,
Taman Perindustrian Puchong
47100 Puchong Selangor

Tel:+603-58862853 (M) +6012-941 6255
Contact: Lim Jun Yeong
Email: limjunyeong@gmail.com

Vision
Greatocean with a group of key persons by overall 90 years’ industry experience
are ready to serve with their business associate objectively by developing a
complete network to provide the best lubricant solutions to the end user.
Greatocean build up a well-trained Valvoline team full with products knowledge
and communication skills. It may help in dealing with different types of our
customers and help to solve the problems face. Communication is the main point
and always emphasise by our team leader in helping to make the works or sales
more effectively.
Furthermore, our team member will have a clear direction and vision to achieve
every target set by our leader.

M04
HAMMAR MASKIN (M) SDN BHD

No. KU 18, Taman Perindustrian D.E, 41,
Lorong Sultan Mohamed 1, Bandar Sultan Suleiman,
42000 Port Klang, Selangor
Tel: +603-3179 0830 (M) +6012-294 6001
Contact : Eugene Joon
Email: ejoon@hammar.com.my

H

ammar Maskin (M) SDN BHD is developing, manufacturing and marketing Sideloaders, also known as Sidelifters,
Swinglifters or Self loading trailers, under the brand name HAMMAR™. Hammar Maskin (M) Sdn Bhd was set
up in early 2003, with the immediate goal to give the HAMMAR operators a better after sales service. Today
more than 790 HAMMAR units have been delivered to Malaysian customers, with well over 70% of all new Malaysian
Sideloaders today being delivered by Hammar.
Since then the development have been focusing on Sideloaders only, this dedication has made it possible for Hammar
to become the world’s leading supplier of Sidelifters. Hammar is by far the largest producer of Sideloaders in the world,
and have been sold in more than 110 countries worldwide.
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OUTDOOR AREA
HAP SENG TRUCKS DISTRIBUTION SDN.BHD
No. 1, Jalan Kinrara 2,
Taman Perindustrian Bandar Kinrara,
47180, Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: 603-8082 9188
Contact : Yong Wei Hong
Email: yongwh@hapseng.com

H

ap Seng Trucks Distribution Sdn Bhd is a General Distributor of
Daimler Trucks in Malaysia, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hap
Seng Consolidated Berhad. We offer from light-, medium-, and
heavy-duty trucks for FUSO brand and heavy-duty trucks for MercedesBenz brand. The synergy between the capabilities of Mercedes-Benz
& FUSO with the expertise of Hap Seng Trucks Distribution has made
it possible for us to deliver a comprehensive range of products for
any business. In addition, an extensive sales and service network as
well as world-class facilities and highly skilled staff ensure that all of
your needs can be met efficiently.

M07
HENGST ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD
Hengst Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
25 Bukit Batok Crescent
#10-10 The Elitist
658066 Singapore

Contact: Frank Maergner (Sales Director)
Email: f.maergner@hengst.de

T

he concepts and engines used for commercial vehicles are marked
by continuous advancement and ever-growing requirements. The
main objectives driving these developments are CO2 limits, lower
fuel consumption, reduced operating costs and modular engine families
for different needs.
Such objectives result in downsized engines, changes in oil quality and
extended service intervals. These goals constantly pose new requirements
on filtration, such as the need to deliver a high filtration rating at maximum
dust pick-up capacity or enhanced differential pressure characteristics
under high loads. Vital in the segment of fuel filters is the ability to deliver
effective water separation that will safely protect complex injection
systems
Our Independent Aftermarket product portfolio carries over 2,000 filter
products for automobiles, commercial vehicles and off-road segment of all
manufacturers worldwide. Hengst Filtration provides an almost completely
full range of applications in original equipment manufacturer quality (OE)
to its worldwide dealer network.

Hengst does this successfully since 1958 to
OEM’s and the Independent-Aftermarket.
We lead the world in filtration, making our
planet a purer place.
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A10
HINSITSU AUTO PARTS SDN BHD (790019U)

No.10, Jalan Selat Selatan 4, Pandamaran, Landpac Indudtrial Park,
42000 Port Klang, Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: 03-3165 2090 (M)012-2862150
Contact: Lim Leong Heng
Email: hinsitsufilter@gmail.com
Website : www.hinsitsu.com.my

H

INSITSU AUTO PARTS SD BHD specializes in heavy
duty truck, forklift, tractor and industrial filter. Our
company is located in Port Klang, Selangor, Malaysia.
We supply the highest quality products to our customers to
meet today’s increased production demands. At HINSITSU
AUTO PARTS SDN BHD, we believe by choosing the right
products for the right application, we can help our
customers improve cost savings.
Our major brand Shield-Star is high quality and 100% from
the original company. Its filters are widely used in many
fields, such as construction machinery and heavy trucks,
luxury buses, large generators and air compressors.
Our products are the most technology and advanced,
it helps customer a lots during filtration. Our mission is
provides highest customer services and solution for vehicle
owner.

M03
HYVA (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

Lot 21 Jalan 4/32A Kepong Industrial Estate,
Batu 6.5, 52100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6257 3319
Contact : Cheong Wei Shin
Email: w.cheong@hyva.com

H

yva is a global multinational company founded in the Netherlands in 1979 known as one of the world’s best
providers of lifting, loading, stacking, compacting, and tipping solutions for the commercial vehicle and
environmental service industries. Hyva has significant manufacturing facilities in Brazil, China, Germany, India,
Italy, and The Netherlands. With over 20,000 customers and more than 40% global market share in front-end tipping
cylinders. Hyva had operating in more than 110 countries, encompassing more than 30 fully owned subsidiaries and
12 production facilities. Hyva offers the strongest front-end hydraulic cylinder, as well as full range of double-acting
cylinders, fixed mounted and rolling truck cranes, container lifting systems, and waste collection equipment. They
are solutions that used worldwide across a range of sectors including construction, mining, materials handling, and
environmental services providers. Hyva Malaysia had established in 1991 with the same mission of providing highquality products and services to customers.
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M31
KITAR TELITI SDN BHD
Plo 2, Ptd10038,
Kawasan Perindustrian II,
85000 Segamat, Johor

(M)+6019-790 9609
Email: Admin@Kitarteliti.com.my
Website: www.kitarteliti.com.my

R

OADONE Tyres is one of the leading tyre brand manufacturers in China.
ROADONE tyres are high-quality European engineering commercial tyres
produced by Hixih Group, which has more than 10 years of successful
cooperation with Pirelli Group. Founded in 1989, Hixih Group has now become
the main manufacturer of tyres and industrial conveyor belts after more than
20 years of high-speed innovation and development. Furthermore, Hixih Group
is “the world’s important rubber industrial base”, “the world’s largest conveyor
belt manufacturer”, “top tyre manufacturer”, and “the world’s largest rubber
engineering product production base”. Hixih Group ranked 292nd among the top
500 Chinese companies in 2016.
Roadone tyres was selected as original equipment by China leading trucks
manufactures such as XCMG and Sinotruck. This shows that the quality of
ROADONE tyres has been recognized by the local market.
Kitar Teliti Sdn Bhd is that sole importer and distributor of ROADONE tyres in
Malaysia. Our core business activity is to import and distribute major international
tyre brands in Malaysia. We are operating with an extensive retail network in

M33
LT TYRE GROUP SDN BHD
No 25, Batu 10 Jalan Kapar,
42200 Kapar, Selangor.

Tel: 603-32501981
Contact: Eric Puah
Email: enquiry@ltgroup.com.my

L

T Tyre Group Sdn Bhd was formed in 2020 as a holding company
for 10 subsidiary companies. Our headquarters is located in Kapar,
Klang.

LT Tyre Group’s aim is to provide the best products and services in the
commercial transportation industry by focusing on providing a variety
of quality tyres to clients, as well as value added services such as tyre
breakdown services, tyre monitoring systems, transportation services,
and so on. The wide variety of tyre products is at our advantage that we
may provide our customers with products that best fit their application
and budget and at the same time achieve savings in the long run.
To date, we are proud to be the sole distributor for the brand Pirelli
& Aeolus. Our main goal is to be the number 1 tyre distributor in
Malaysia by 2024 and we are growing by the day as a corporation in
hopes to reach our full potential.

Malaysia and developing our
e-commerce platform. We offer a
comprehensive range of products,
such as heavy truck tyres, light
truck tyres, bus tyres, earthmover
tyres, forklifts tyres, off-road
tyres, agricultural tyres as well as
passenger cars tyres.
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M08
LUBETRANS SDN BHD

Lot3745B, Jalan Bukit Badak, Kg Melayu Subang,
SEK U6 40150 Shah Alam
Tel: +603-7846 9330 / Mobile: +6012-988 9103
Email: jason@lubetrans.com

L

ubetrans is driven by your inspiration, your needs inspire us with a
common purpose, to serve and provide the best solution with our global
partners. Solutions and business partner for your after-sales equipment
needs, the right way with the right solution.
Chosen for their quality and reputation, our automotive equipment ranges
from automotive lifts, tyre servicing equipment, fluid handling solutions,
auto-lube system, collision repair equipment, specialist tools and many
more. This is a culture instilled within our customers and partners to deliver
and achieve excellence, the right way with the right solution.

A25
MANBENI MACHINE TOOLS (M) SDN BHD
No. 9, Jalan 51/201 Off Jalan Tandang Seksyen 51
46050 Petaling Jaya Selangor
Tel: +603-77816323 / Mobile: +6012-2091688
Email: jason.tong@manbeni.net

M

anbeni Machine Tools (M) Sdn Bhd was established in 1993 and today we are a well known distributor
of equipment and tools to the heavy vehicle collision repair industry in Malaysia. We represent Josam ab
of Sweden for their complete range of Josam truck frame and cabin repair equipment, wheel alignment
systems and induction heaters.
We are currently the largest supplier of heavy vehicle collision repair systems in Malaysia. Our range of Josam state-ofthe-art camera alignment systems are also very well known in the country and are approved by many OEMs.
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M16
MAN TRUCK & BUS (M) SDN BHD
Lot 4 Jalan Industri 3/2
Taman Industri Integrasi Rawang
48000 Rawang Selangor Malaysia

Tel: +603-60926977
Contact : Siti Zulaiha Fakeh, (Sales and Customer Solutions Manager)
Email: Siti-Zulaiha.Fakeh@man.eu

M

AN Truck & Bus (M) Sdn Bhd (MAN Malaysia) is a wholly owned subsidiary of MAN Truck & Bus SE, Germany, one
of the leading manufacturers of commercial vehicles in Europe. Since the 1980s, MAN Trucks and Buses have
been the preferred workhorses in key sectors of the Malaysian economy such as haulage and container, mining,
construction and defence. Today, MAN Truck & Bus has evolved from a vehicle manufacturer to provider of intelligent
and sustainable transport solutions, demonstrating technology leadership in key areas such as driver assistance systems,
engine efficiency systems, digital connectivity and networking.

A21, A22, A31 & A32
MANN+HUMMEL

23 Rochester Park #04-02
Singapore 139234
Tel: +65 65868181
Email: marketing.mhsg@mann-hummel.com

A

s the world’s leading filtration expert, MANN+HUMMEL with all its divisions is always the right choice
for high quality standards. Experience our continuous reliability in the wide range of markets with their
challenging conditions. Make the right choice for a resilient partnership by selecting MANN+HUMMEL
and its product brands in the independent aftermarket, MANN-FILTER and WIX Filters, and find out how our
products can be a vital part to your success.
Globally recognized brand MANN-FILTER provides a comprehensive filter product portfolio in 100 percent OE
quality for the automotive aftermarket. With high-performance, precision-engineered filtration solutions,
MANN-FILTER creates the filters of tomorrow in the engines of today.
WF_MY_Poster.pdf 1 10/17/2019 4:24:17 PM

WIX Filters is an American brand,
which was established over 80 years
ago. It has 16,000 different products
and every year 210 million filters
are produced. Under the WIX Filters
brand, filters for passenger cars,
trucks, buses and heavy machinery
and equipment used in many
industries are available.

Original
LTER
MANN-FI
in 100 %
y!
OE Qualit

From the first mile
to the last.
MANN-FILTER – for first fit and
the automotive aftermarket.

MANN-FILTER, the premium filter brand of the automotive aftermarket, offers innovative solutions to new, challenging filtration demands. As original equipment
or yellow-green boxed, whether for passenger cars,
commercial vehicles or off-highway applications:
Original MANN-FILTER products in OE quality are
trusted around the world. Always choose Original
MANN-FILTER in 100 % OE quality!
C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

MANN-FILTER – Perfect parts. Perfect service.
www.mann-filter.com

Delivering quality filtration
throughout the company group
As the world’s leading filtration expert, MANN+HUMMEL with all
its divisions is always the right choice for high quality standards.
Experience our continuous reliability in the wide range of markets
with their challenging conditions. Make the right choice for a resilient

partnership by selecting MANN+HUMMEL and its product brands in
the independent aftermarket and find out how our products can be a
vital part to your success.
www.mann-hummel.com
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A16
MAX LASTIC SDN BHD

Module 0031 & 0032, Kompleks Sentral, Block C 33,
Jalan Segambut Atas, 51200 Segambut Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-6251 9199 / +603-6243 6196
Contact: Jason Chung : +6016-215 1355
Nick Ching : +6018-233 9886
Email: enquiry@tenming-group.my

F

ounded in Year 2018, A subsidiary of
Tenming Marketing (M) Sdn Bhd, a
company that specialize in sourcing OEM
manufacturer to supply premium quality
rubber metal parts for commercial trucks,
trailers, and buses. Tenming’s family prides
itself with its established knowledge in
rubber metal parts industry over the years.

Both of this manufacturer are well-known OEM brand in this industry
and its expertise is in manufacturing premium quality products eg.

Sem Lastic
- Engine & Transmission Group
- Steering Group
- Suspension Group
- Cabin Group
- Axle / Differential vs Shaft Group
WE truly understands its customer’s industry - Clutch & Brake Group
needs and hence, recommends and provides
them with appropriate and comprehensive Andac
advices and products. Also, Max Lastic works - Caliper Tappet Repair kit
closely with its manufacturer and customers - Caliper Lever
in order to achieve innovative and customized - Caliper Adjusting Mechanism
products and solutions.
- Caliper Sensor Cover
- Caliper Calibration Mechanism
Max Lastic deals directly with an internationally - Caliper Cover Plate Gasket kits
renounced manufacturer named.
- Caliper Repair kits

A23
MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH (MIROS)
Lot 125-135, Jalan TKS 1, Taman Kajang Sentral,
43000 Kajang, Selangor Darul Ehsan.

Tel: +603 8924 9200 / (M): +6016 415 4707
Contact: Ms. Nuur Sakinah Azman
(Head, Corporate & Knowledge Management Unit)
Email: nuursakinah@miros.gov.my

T

he Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research (MIROS) was established
in 2007 as an agency under the Ministry of Transport Malaysia to serve as
a central repository of knowledge and information on road safety. The
findings derived from research and evidence-based intervention programmes
provide the basis for the formulation of new strategies, legislations, policies, and
enforcement measures, governing road safety at the national level. Principally
engaged in research, MIROS collaborates closely with local and international
government agencies and private bodies to further the cause of road safety.
In 2014, the ASEAN Transport Ministers had appointed MIROS as the ASEAN Road
Safety Centre. The aims of this centre are to promote and provide knowledge on
road safety issues among ASEAN Member States which included road traffic laws
and regulations, data management, standards development, and road safety
awareness and education.
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A33
NEWPAGES NETWORK SDN BHD
83, Jalan Flora 1/9, Taman Pulai Flora,
81300 Skudai, Johor, Malaysia.
(M) +60127701461
Contact : Jun Tee
Email: jun@newpages.com.my

NEWPAGES NETWORK SDN BHD founded in Year 2007, gladly serving more than 4,200 SMEs across ASIA.
Our aim is to carry the mission of spearheading the Online Marketing development in Malaysia. Therefore, we intent
to provide local SMEs a new solution to expand their online businesses and lead them with our professional marketing
plans to solve internet challenges. Currently, NEWPAGES is the highest traffic ranked online business directory in
Malaysia, and the most recommended SEO service provider in Malaysia.
What makes us standout from our competitor are the abilities and initiatives in R&D Sector, while the industry is focused
on import and resell products/services from overseas, we have used lots of resources in R&D to develop the products
that suits Malaysia economy and SMEs. Ranging from Business Portal, company website, SEO to Mobile Tech, we have
a dedicated team that puts effort in all these related sectors to provide our customers the best and complete online
marketing solutions.

A18
PETRONAS CHEMICALS MARKETING (LABUAN) LTD (PCML)
Tower 1 Petronas Twin Towers,
Kuala Lumpur City Centre 50088 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +603 - 2331 2526 (M) +6019-204 9443
Contact : Mr. Shaheen Abu
Email: mshaheen_abu@petronas.com
PETRONAS AireBlue. Reduce Emissions Today for a Greener Tomorrow.
PETRONAS AireBlue, a solution for cleaner air. It is quality diesel exhaust fluid made up of high-purity ammonia based
reagent. PETRONAS AirBlue works with a vehicle`s Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system to convert Nitrogen oxides
emission into harmless nitrogen and water. It can be used by any vehicle that run on Euro 4, 5 and 6 Diesel.
PETRONAS AireBlue is produced using PETRONAS unique proprietary process that ensures; very low biuret content
which prevent unwanted side reaction that clog the catalytic converter, minimal presence of metal and other impurities
that poison the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system. PETRONAS AireBlue also ensures a trouble-free operation
and prolongs the life of diesel vehicle`s catalytic converter.
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A01-A02 & A11-A12
QUALITY TRAILER PARTS SDN. BHD
Lot 9136, Jalan Perak 1,
Kawasan Perindustrian Nilai 1,
71800 Nilai, Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia.

Contact : Mr Lee (M) +6012-323 9199
Mr Goo (M) +6012-206 6092
Email: qtp@yonming.com

Q

UALITY TRAILER PARTS SDN. BHD. a division of YonMing Group specialist
for Safety Equipment, Axles & Air Suspension, Hydraulic System, Loading
System and Trailer Equipment for Heavy Commercial vehicles.

We actively involved in the sales, maintenance and distribution of well-known
brands such as WABCO, Hendrickson, Bezares, Hidromas, Joloda, Seetron,
Checkpoint, Industrial Brushware, the leading global suppliers/manufacturers
for commercial vehicles.
Backed by a vast inventory of assemblies and parts, our highly trained and
skilled technical staffs are ready to assist you in diagnosis and providing cost
effective solutions.
Our depth of experience in the in the auto industry together with an extensive
network throughout Malaysia and other countries in Asia Pacific Region
enable us to bring to you unparalleled supports and services.
Stringent quality control standards and a commitment to Total Customer
Satisfaction make us your undisputed supplier of choice in the region.

For more information please login
www.QTP.com.my

A08
R.E. ROGERS (MALAYSIA) SDN. BHD

No.7, Jalan Warden U1/76, Taman Perindustrian, Batu Tiga,
40000 Shah Alam, Selangor
Tel : +603-55108611 Fax : +603-55106296
Contact : Hafizzudin (M)+6013-6762716
Email : hafizzudin@rogers-asia.com / info@rogers-asia.com
Website : www.rogers-asia.com

R

.E. Rogers (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. is a professional provider
of exhibition freight forwarding and exhibition onsite
handling services, both on a local and global scale. Our
network and expertise has been honed by more than 30 years
of experience, specialising in shipping, customs clearance,
transportation and onsite ancillary services, for the global
exhibitions industry.
Since its inception in 1984, R.E. Rogers Malaysia has been
recognised as a global leader in the field of exhibition freight
and transportation, providing complete shipping, onsite
management and logistics services to organisers and exhibitors,
both domestic and internationally. We provide full shipping
information to exhibitors globally, offering specialised, freight
services through our network of offices and agents, right from
your doorstep, through the delivery process, to your stand.
Customs clearance, inland transport, equipment handling
and manpower are managed and controlled by our group

of experience staff, from the commencement of the
exhibition’s tenancy date, throughout the exhibition
period and to the final removal of the shipment, upon
the conclusion of the exhibition; we will handle all your
freight issues so you can focus on your business goals.
List of Services
Our extensive experience in this field of exhibition freight
provides the show organisers and exhibitors with timely,
professional and worry-free coordinated movement of
exhibition materials, from any overseas location to the
show venue. Our services include the following:
* Providing Temporary Import Bond
* Providing Customs Brokerage service
* Providing Complete Shipping Instructions according
to local regulations
* Providing local shipping and warehousing facilities
* Providing onsite labour and equipment
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PS01,OUTDOOR AREA
SCANIA (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

No.1 Jalan Tiang U8/93,
Bukit Jelutong Industrial Park
40150, Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: +603 7845 1000
Contact : Daniel Tan
Email: smyenquiries@scania.com

E

stablished in 1891, Scania is a world-leading provider of trucks and
buses for heavy transport applications combined with an extensive
product-related service offering. It is also a leading provider of
power solutions – industrial, marine and power generation engines.
The company’s strategic focus is on customer profitability by being in
the forefront of sustainable transport solutions.
Globally, Scania employs some 52,000 people and operates in about 100
countries. Research and development activities are mainly concentrated
in Sweden, while production takes place in Europe, Asia and South
America. The company is headquartered in Södertälje, Sweden.
Scania commenced operations in Malaysia in the early 1970’s, supporting
the logistics, construction and public service sectors, commuting people
and goods every day throughout the country. Scania (Malaysia) Sdn
Bhd today offers capabilities in sales, repair and maintenance, roadside
assistance, parts, data-driven services – fleet management systems and
driver training & coaching, and financial services via Scania Credit.
Scania’s regional Asia Parts Centre is located in Singapore.

M17
SHACMAN

Lot 63857, No 25, Lorong Jala 14/KS10,
Telok Gong, 42000 Pelabuhan Klang, Selangor, Malaysia.
Contact : +603-3163 1953
Email: stsb@yonming.com

S

haanxi Trucks Sdn Bhd, a member of
YonMing Group as the marketing
arm to promote Shacman trucks
in Malaysia whereas YonMing is the
authorized distributor of Shaanxi Heavy
Duty Automobile Import & Export Co.,
Ltd in Malaysia.

Prime Mover Optimize / Premium
X5000 & H3000S
- provide better Fuel Efficiency
- Stronger Horse Power
- Cabin Comfortable & Safety
- lightweight
- Efficient

Typical uses for construction, local and
domestic distribution of goods, as well
as short transport and services. Equipped
with the narrow cab design and the
latest lightweight chassis technology,
it is a product of the highest quality.
Optimize , Premium & H3000S Series
includes covered lorry trucks, short
wheelbase dump trucks, 6x2 lightweight
tractor trucks and special vehicles to
fit the various roles demanded and
expected by the customer.
For more information please login
http://shacman.com.my/

Range Of Truck Products Available
- Prime Mover
- Tipper Chassis
- Cargo Lorry Chassis

Other Range Of Products Available
- Mining Truck
- Yard Tractor
- Military Off-Road Truck
After Sales Services Team
- Supported by YONMING GROUP
43 years of experience in spare Parts
& Services
- Over 26 branches nationwide
- 24/7, 365 days Rescue Team
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M06
STEELBRO (M) SDN BHD

Lot 2,Lingkaran Sultan Hishamuddin,
Kawasan Perindustrian Selat Klang Utara,
42000 Port Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan , Malaysia.
Tel: +603-31763833 Fax : +603-31762833
Contact : Paul Ravindar (M) +6019-3833686 / Yin Lim (M) +6019-6242833
Email: paul.ravindar@steelbro.com / sbmsales@steelbro.com

S

teelbro Malaysia are sidelifter specialists providing new and second-hand Steelbro sidelifters. The Port Klang based
service centre also provides servicing and repairs executed by Steelbro trained technicians and a comprehensive
range of genuine Steelbro parts. Additionally, a mobile service team offers 24/7 mobile product support within the
central region. Other regions are supported by Steelbro Service agents in Northern, Southern and East Malaysia.
Steelbro Malaysia are a wholly owned subsidiary of Steelbro. Steelbro are global sidelifter specialists owned by Howard
Porter Pty Ltd. The Steelbro head office is in Christchurch, NZ and encompasses the global functions including the
research and development team. The Steelbro supply chain includes Howard Porter manufacturing facilities in Western
Australia and Guandong, China and key global supply partners. Steelbro utilises a network of distributors and service
agents to deliver product and support to customers around the world.
For further information - www.steelbro.com or marketing@steelbro.com

A06
TENMING MARKETING (M) SDN BHD

Module 0031 & 0032, Kompleks Sentral, Block C 33,
Jalan Segambut Atas, 51200 Segambut Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-6251 9199 / +603-6243 6196
Contact: Jason Chung : +6016-215 1355
Nick Ching : +6018-233 9886
Email: enquiry@tenming-group.my

T

he company formed by a team of rubber expertise and truck and
trailer spare parts expertise with experiences for more than 10
years. We placed high emphasis on Customers Needs, Customers
Satiafaction, Consistent Supply, After Sales Services & Fast Response
Time relating to Product Development and Customers Feedback. We
always believe in our slogan “PARTS YOU CAN TRUST”.
We have wide range of air spring
products from PEGA

We have wide range of trailer
products from FUWA

We have wide range of brake
pad products from Eren Balata

- Complete Rolling Lobe
- Service Assembly Part
- Cabin Air Spring
- Convoluted Bellow
- Rolling Lube

- Axles Series
- Landing Gear Series
- Suspension Series
- Fifth- Wheel Series
- Kingpin Series
- Brake lining & Air Tank & Twist Lock
- Air Brake Chamber Series

- Brake Pads
- Brake Linings
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A24
TRITECH SAFETY SDN BHD

38, Jalan Pandan Indah, Kawasan Industri Ampang Tambahan,
68000 Ampang Selangor
Tel: 603-42910988 (M)6017-260 9986
Contact : Lunar Lee
Email: lunar@tritech.com.my

T

ritech Safety Sdn Bhd is Malaysia’s leading manufacturer and distributor
for vehicle safety, traffic management and personal protective equipment
(PPE) products.
We offer wide range of safety products for different types of vehicles, including
SIRIM-certified retro-reflective vehicle conspicuity markings (MS 828:2011) and
advance warning triangle (MS 2294:2010) for commercial vehicles. We also
provide APAD-requirement safety products. Tritech offers vehicle graphics
design and lightbar installation for emergency response vehicle as well.
Tritech has a comprehensive range of quality and innovative traffic management
products for use on highways, construction zones and car parks.
Our PPE products, especially high visibility vests and rainwear conform to
Malaysian Standards MS 1731:2004. Our products help to ensure the safety of
the personnel who are working in high-risk areas. We are able to custom-made
our high visibility vests and rainwear to suit your requirements.
“We are Your Partner in Safety”

A03 & A04
TRUCKMART TRADING (M) SDN BHD
44 Jalan Mertro Perdana Timur 8
Kepong Enterprenurs Park 52100 ,
Kepong , Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia .
(M) +6010-770 2222
Contact : Jazz Kong
Email: jazz@truckmart.com.my
In appreciation of our continuous effort and
growing experiece, we were appointed
as dealer or several OE Trucks spare
part supplier like Mann-Filter, Knorrbremse, Kongsberg, FTE, Atmos.
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A34
VALEBRIDGE PUBLICATIONS (ASIA) SDN BHD
No.9, Jalan 51/201, Off Jalan Tandang, Seksyen 51,
46050 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.

Tel: +603 7781 1323 Fax : +603 7782 4215
Email : kenny@tyreman.com.my
Website : www.truckandbusnews.net

T

ruck & Bus News is a specialist business-to-business magazine
(print & digital) aimed at the commercial vehicle and bus fleet
operators. The magazine is targeted specifically at leading decision
makers within the truck & bus industry. Truck & Bus News is printed in
English & Mandarin Chinese making the magazine accessible to a wide
range of readers. You can also access the digital version of the magazine
for free @ www.truckandbusnews.net
The Tyreman is an established specialist magazine (print & digital) for the
tyre industry, tyre distribution trade and general automotive aftermarket.
Initially launched 53 years ago, the magazine is the only business-tobusiness publication targeted specifically at leading decision makers
within the tyre & automotive aftermarket industry. You can also access
the digital version of the magazine for free @ www.tyreman.com.my

M15
VOLVO MALAYSIA SDN BHD
No 6, Jalan Bicu 15/6, Seksyen 15
40200 Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia

General enquiry : +603 5510 3300
Call Centre: +6012-373 1030 & +6019-240 1030
Email: Info.volvotrucksmy@volvo.com

V

olvo Trucks provides complete transport
solutions for professional and demanding
customers, offering a full range of
medium to heavy duty trucks. Customer support
is secured via a global network of 2,100 service
points in more than 130 countries. Volvo trucks
are assembled in 14 countries across the globe.
In 2019, approximately 131,000 Volvo trucks
were delivered worldwide. Volvo Trucks is part
of Volvo Group, one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of trucks, buses, construction
equipment and marine and industrial engines.
The Group also provides complete solutions
for financing and service. Volvo Trucks´ work is
based on the core values of quality, safety and
environmental care.
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A19-A20
WEBASTO THERMO & COMFORT AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
423-427 The Boulevarde
Kirrawee NSW 2232
Australia

(M)+61 2 8536 4800 (AUS) +60 13 988 0898 (MY)
Contact: Kamaljit Gill
Email: kamaljit.gill@webasto.com
svc-info@webasto.com

W

ebasto Group is a global innovative systems partner to almost all
vehicle manufacturers and is among the top 100 suppliers to the
Automotive Industry. Webasto are leaders in comfort solutions
for the Truck, Bus and Special Vehicles Industries, providing customised
solutions for Cooling, Refrigeration, Heating, HEPA Medical Grade Air
Filtration systems and E-mobility & Thermal Management for Electric
vehicles
Whether you’re upgrading your fleet by fitting it with fuel operated
heating, parking coolers or air-conditioning, outfitting a series of
vehicles with Medical Grade HEPA air filtration, looking for Thermal
Management or e-mobility solutions such as our robust, scalable, plug
and play Commercial Vehicle battery, Webasto are ready to work with
you attending to your individual requirements and providing high
quality products & services. We are with you every step of the way, from
design concept to testing and validation, through to production and
installation.

M10
YONMING GROUP

Lot 2220, Kg Jaya Industrial Area,
Jalan Kusta 13 1/2 Miles,
47000 Sungai Buloh, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel: +603-9212 9730
Whatsapps: +6017-3120324
Email: ymhq@yonming.com
The Leader Of Solution For Heavy Commercial Vehicles.
Set up since 1979, headquarters in Malaysia, Selangor, Sungai Buloh, with a total of 43 branches including overseas
branches in Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam and Myanmar.
As a 1-stop solution for European & Chinese Heavy Commercial Vehicles parts
for Volvo, Scania, MAN, Mercedes-Benz, DAF, Renault, Iveco, Shacman, Weichai,
Yuchai etc. YonMing’s guiding principle and policy “No Imitation Parts” has
excellence record of supply Genuine, OEM, Reconditioned & Imported Used Parts
that has built a solid foundation of trust among the customers and suppliers.
Authorised Distributor
Continental (Germany): Contitech, Phoenix Air Springs
Sabo (Italy): Absorber
Valeo (France), clutch plate
Wabco (Germany), Air Brake System Company
Yuchai (China) Engine, after sales services
Weichai (China) Engine, after sales services

For more information please login
www.yonming.com

SPECIAL OFFER
FROM ASIAN
TRUCKER!

Books dedicated to wheel alignment, more so on wheel
alignment for commercial vehicles, are very rare indeed.
You will not find them in bookstores. Wong Thiam
Boon has poured decades worth of experience into this
book and you can now buy it from Asian Trucker for a
special price.
If you want to learn more about how to reduce the
cost of operating your fleet through correct wheel
alignment, then wait no longer and grab a copy of
this practical guide book.
USP: RM 120.00
Special offer from Asian Trucker: RM 100.00 (During
MCVE)

OEQUALITY
RELIABILITY PARTS DIRECTLY FROM
THE MANUFACTURER
Motorservice oﬀers comprehensive and high-quality products for

“This practical and resourceful book will be an asset
to any fleet operator or workshop that wants to
improve the performance of commercial vehicles.
It is TB Wong’s experience of decades working
with wheel alignment systems that shines through
and makes this a must-have item for anyone that
is serious about their transportation business. The
industry had to wait far to long for a resource like
this and I am excited to see TB Wong’s knowledge
now being available to the market.”
Stefan Pertz,
Editor, Asian Trucker Malaysia
Editor, Asian Buses
Available at the Asian Trucker Café at MCVE 2019.

all parts of the engine, extensive know-how and excellent services.
Make use of the chance to get professional knowledge directly from
the experts: info@ms-motorservice.com.sg
www.ms-motorservice.sg

Put your
business on
free speed.
Advertise in Asian Trucker.

An ad in Asian Trucker reaches the best,
the brightest and the most successful
decision-makers in the road transport
business in Asia today.
Contact us today on +60 16 521 9540 or
stefan@asiantrucker.com to speed up
your business.

www.asiantrucker.com

Why can’t Others Reach Your
Audience the Way we do?
While our award winning magazines
cover Malaysia, Thailand and Malaysia,
you can also rely on us to get your
message out via other channels.
We support your advertising and
marketing with websites, E-Newsletters,
Facebook pages, Twitter and Instagram.
When you host an event, your team can
all upon us for support to even organise
your function, whereby we can deploy
all our channels to promote it.
Trust the regions largest and only
cross-border provider of
communications channels for the
commercial vehicle industry to make
yourself heard.

www.asiabuses.com

